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My Electric Purple-Blue Angels Keep Watch With You!

I

Roiiel, stand in the Earth for your Protection
as you give birth to the Christ within!
For the fullness of the weight of the Presence and that Light that is to
be born through your vehicles of consciousness must come forth to erupt
with a burst of Light upon the screen of life in the physical realm!
These vehicles that you wear are most resilient, strong, and capable
of holding the Fire of God if you will but give that Fire its just due! For
daily, as you call forth the Light of God, you have begun to ratchet up that
Charge of Light and the alignment with the Heart of your Mighty I AM
Presence so that you will have a greater portion of that Light of your Mighty
I AM where you are to ready you! To create a shield that will protect you
from the world’s negative vibration! To be your Sword of Truth that will
cleave asunder the Real from the unreal and leave deposited within your
consciousness the Truth of Cosmic Law.
That unreality you know to be invalid upon any screen of negativity.
But the Truth will always live! And when the encrustation of negativity is
cut away, dissolved by the Flame of God to be no more, the Truth remains.
Understanding this, blessed hearts, you have the capacity within your own
Threefold Flame to render to completion all that your Presence desires here
and now, while you are in the physical octaves! After all, many incarnations
have prepared you for this challenge, this cycle, this opportunity.
Those of you who feel for some reason you are not capable of entering
into the stream of Consciousness of the Mighty I AM and receiving the
transfer of the Light, the Power, and the Consciousness that is the Most
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High — you, blessed hearts, must go back to the beginning and retrace, with the
fingers of your own mind, your own experiences. Ask yourselves what it is that
does not allow you to have faith in the Mighty I AM Presence, not to have
hope for a better future guided by the Mighty I AM, that does not allow
you to have your chalice upraised to be filled each day upon rising from
your rest and then, as quickly as you are capable, to run to greet the day.
Blessed hearts, my Angels stand at the door of the outer world’s vibration,
at the threshold of your sanctuaries, both here at this Temple and Altar
as well as at the doorway of your respective altars in your homes and your
groups that assemble under the canopy of The Temple of The Presence.
There we stand for the Protection of all that goes on within the citadel of
that assembly so that only the Truth of Cosmic Law and the Charge of
Light can cross that threshold, preserving the health and well-being of all
who come.
Thus, when you enter into your sanctuary to stand before the Mighty
I AM Presence, the Lords of Karma, the Ascended and Cosmic Beings,
and, most especially, the Archangels, you have the assuredness that the
outer world’s condemnation will not ride in to assault you, to tear you
away from the opportunity to gain the Strength and the Fortitude of the
Core of Being that is the Power — that Rod of Power that your Presence
has prepared for you — and that you will have the clarity of consciousness
and Illumination’s Flame to guide you in all of your affairs, to maintain
the Virtues of the Christ, and to stand within the Godly Vibration that is
always inviting to the Holy Angels!
Then you will begin to know what it is like to have the transfer of the
Light of God wash over you, purifying your consciousness, your awareness
of Life so that as you begin to move through your day, you will have the
clarity of mind, the peace and the harmony of your emotions, the strength
and the fortitude of your physical body. And you will be ready for all
that your Presence desires for you to engage in for you to be receptive to
whatever opportunity may be thrust your way. Even those things that
surprise your outer consciousness will be as nothing to your mind, to your
emotions, for they will be fully charged with the Light of God! You will
have my Electric Purple-Blue Angels keeping watch with you! And thus,
your bodies will respond in drawing forth more of the Light of the Source
of your True Identity to pour forth in those hours, moments, or cycles that
must be fulfilled.
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How do you suppose Mighty Surya would address opposition that would
be thrust his way? If you have understood the Elohim Surya, you will know
that nothing moves Surya from that point-of-center of God Consciousness
that is the Outpouring of God Purity, God Will, and God Truth! And so,
as Akasha reverberates in, through, and around the Earth, there is that
Sword Excalibur that you have come to know and love so well wielded
through the ethers, through the planes of the mind, of the emotions, of the
physical, and all of the respective subplanes of those Elemental Forces of
Nature, exposing to your consciousness whatever must go into the Flame.
And given the Attainment and the accelerated Charge of Light that your
lifestream has already gained in momentum, that recognition of negativity
will only last a millisecond as it passes quickly into the Flame that you have
garnered!
This is why it is most important for you to maintain the Storehouse of
Light, the Charge of God Consciousness, and the Will of God that is most
important in the process of drawing forth the Transmutation of all that is
required — so that at the close of the day, you may stand in Purity! You may
have the White Light of Righteousness! For you have rightly called forth
the Light of God and used it wisely! And thus, you will have readied your
vehicles to summon a greater Communion with the Mighty I AM Presence
— at any given moment! Thus you are prepared even for those surprise
initiations and tests — and how quickly you will respond! For after all, your
Heart Flame has already expanded into your vehicles of consciousness and
is shuttling to and fro with the Heart of the Mighty I AM Presence and
the Plane of Consciousness of the Mighty I AM so that the Light of God
is always prepared for action in your vehicles.
Perhaps you have not considered how important this entire process is to
the grand scheme of your life. The goal of life for every Son and Daughter of
God is the Ascension in the Light. But that Ascension does not come absent
passing your initiations within each of the vehicles of consciousness, upon
every God Quality, and attaining to a Mastery and a Charge of Light that
will carry you into that Ascension! This process, as you have learned, takes
many incarnations. But many of you have already been incarnated upon
the Earth for longer than you would care to know — long enough, in fact!
And so, you have come to the cycle when you must in earnest seek to
understand the flow of God — consciously — not unlike the Adepts whose
lives you have studied, learning how they became great alchemists in their
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lifetimes and how, in becoming the Adept, gaining Mastery and Attainment,
they were able to see beyond the outer physical with all of its maya and
illusion. They were able to feel the Vibration of the Truth of Cosmic Law
that resonated with the Threefold Flame of their Heart, not unlike you
now have the co-measurement of weighing the vibration within your world
against our Radiation released from this Altar.
And those who have engaged in the action of certain practices know
well when those practices are in alignment with protecting the Sacred Fire,
with imbuing God Direction into all the creative endeavors that are drawn
into their conscious awareness. And thus, you have disciplined vehicles of
consciousness, holding to the Christ Virtues, capable of entering into the
Realm of Akasha, knowing the full measure of its creativity borne upon
the Threefold Flame of the Heart as transferred by the Mind of God, your
own God Presence, and having that creative endeavor manifest in your life
right where you are.
Blessed hearts, you have come to a point in your initiations and the
fulfillment of cycles when you must begin to examine in earnest why you
are incarnated, what it is that your Presence desires to accomplish through
you, and how you may collectively fulfill the Divine Edict of the Great
Commission, all the while never losing sight for one moment of the goal
of the Ascension but recognizing that there is still work for you to do here
in the physical! The Ascension will be there at the right time if you are
putting one foot in front of the other in measured pace according to the
Will of your Mighty I AM Presence for your lifestream!
You cannot skip over these initiations or cycles just simply to let go
of the physical, hoping to somehow saunter into the Ascension. It does
not work that way! You must have the Fire upon the Altar of your Heart
expanding, accelerating the vibration of your vehicles! And all the while, you
are learning how to wield the Light that your Presence entrusts to you —
creating, holding fast to a specific Vibration — especially while there are
those negativities swirling about you! And likewise, holding the conscious
tethering to the Mighty I AM Presence when the Light is spiraling up, up,
up in your consciousness and you feel as though the Life of the Presence is
that One Source of All, available for every lifestream to partake of! And
yet, there is that uniqueness of your Mighty I AM Presence that is the
Source of your Identity! It is so familiar! It is Home! It is who you are! Every
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lesser expression of this outer vehicle has been drawn to you by either the
acceptance of the negativity of human consciousness or the lack of balance
that you have interjected into your karma. Now you must infuse the Light
of God into those karmic circumstances and produce the full Freedom of
expression of your own God Presence here below!
Oh, there are many who think at the first blush of the sense of Freedom
that they are suddenly ready for the Ascension and there is no more work
to do. But I tell you, the work only begins at that point! And when you
actually understand the full striving of your own Threefold Flame of the
Heart that is required to be present in each of the planes of consciousness,
you will begin to appreciate the Fortitude, the Strength, the Courage, the
Steadfastness of all of the Adepts who have gone before — now Ascended
in the Light and Free, standing as that Beacon of Light and Magnet of
God Identity to draw you into their orbit of Consciousness, that same
orbit so familiar to your own God Presence, that your Presence loves and
is at home in!
Blessed hearts! When you take up your Calls, your Meditations and
Affirmations upon the Flame of God, do not think for one moment that
there is any limitation to what the Presence can accomplish through you. Yes,
even from the Higher Realms of Light! For the Rays of God Consciousness
that go forth directly from the Mighty I AM Presence may never pass through
your own vehicles. On the contrary, more often than not, the Presence
is sending forth these Rays in all of the varied God Qualities, streaming
them forth directly from the Electronic Body in answer to your Calls. But
there is also a certain level of the corresponding Charge of that Light that
you must be able to hold in your outer vehicles, all the while maintaining
the conscious awareness that God within you is the Doer! That the Mind
of God is acting within your mind! That your emotions are holding the
Charge of Light; and consequently, there is the transfer of God Power
through your emotional body! Thus there is a Strength that is not derived
from any other source that comes upon you, not because you are necessarily
doing anything different than your neighbor by way of good deeds but
because you have engaged the Fires of your Heart. You have allowed for
the Threefold Flame to Expand! Expand! Expand! — weaving a Garment
of Light that you wear and touching Life at your Command! And this, blessed
hearts, is preparing you for that day when you will walk with the Angels,
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talk with the Angels! And yes, you will take that Ascension in the Light
at the time and cycle determined by your own Mighty I AM Presence —
not your outer consciousness! Not when you think it is time, but when your
Mighty I AM Presence determines you have accomplished all that you
came to accomplish! Then the final trump will signal the Light of God to
stream forth intensely! And you will be drawn into that Ascension Light!
But, blessed hearts, understand that while it is the goal of your Ascension
that you hold in the forefront of your consciousness, each of you has great
work to accomplish before that given day! That is the attitude you must
have — that you are drawing forth that Light of God into your day-to-day
life, not seeking to escape this life via the Ascension, rationalizing that your
motives are greater service when they are in fact escape.
If your Presence were to allow you to Ascend prior to the Mastery and
Attainment that you can only gain here in this physical octave while incarnate,
do you think that you would suddenly wake up as an Ascended Master and
know how to create? You would be at the back of the schoolroom, and it
would take many more cycles for you to be able to draw forth that Mastery
even though Ascended. There is a reason you have incarnated in the Earth.
It is so that these vehicles that you wear become so second nature to the
Identity of the Threefold Flame of your Heart that your Heart understands
how to command them to respond. And they understand how they must
submit to the Command of the Heart. You are learning invaluable lessons.
This is why we, the Archangels of the Pranic Breaths of these great
Elemental Forces of Nature, have now stepped forth — so that you might
call forth our attention upon those areas of your life that you are finding most
difficult and challenging to master! Thus we are able to assist you where
possible to clear away some of the debris that perhaps you have not been
able to on your own! To give you a shoulder to lean on and Angels to hold
you aloft in the capacity required to maintain your strength to carry out a
specific initiation! To give you the opportunity without the weight of human
condemnation or riptides of thought and feeling of the world pressing in
upon your consciousness! And for those moments when we hold back that
tide of negativity, you have the opportunity to breathe the Pranic Breaths in
their purest form into each of those vehicles of consciousness that you wear.
And if you have regularly invoked the Violet Flame and transmuted
that returning karma which you were responsible for in that given day,
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you will discover a far greater awareness of the Presence of God than you
have ever experienced before. Right within the mind, there will be a new
clarity. Your peace and harmony will suddenly return to your emotional
body if you have transmuted the records of your own human consciousness
lodged in that vehicle. The same is true of the physical momentums of the
earth element.
Blessed hearts, we hold you in our arms! We entrust the Flame of God
that we carry to you so that you might have sufficient Charge of Light, clarity
of consciousness, transfer of Power to behold the Presence of God! And
when that Presence dawns upon you, it is a new day — glorious to behold!
You have then entered into a Realm of God that will never be lost to your
awareness. Your memory body will be able to retrace at will those steps
that have taken you into that exalted awareness of God. And the Glory
will shine within your countenance as the Heaven World of the Ascended
Octaves opens wide for you to express more of the Presence of God in your
life! Things of this world will begin to be most clear to you. The ChristDiscerning faculties will be sharpened. The Ray of Truth of the Emerald
Ray will pierce through every darkness! And the Ray of the Golden Elixir
of Life from your own God Presence will abide with you, ready to assist
you every day as you engage in Holy Communion with God.
Then we, the Archangels of the Elemental Forces of Nature, together
with those Seven Archangels of the Rays of God Quality — standing abreast
as the Twelve Archangels surrounding the Sanctuary of Being where the
Presence of God is upheld, where the Holiness, Sanctity, and the Purity
shall always abide — we will hold in abeyance the world’s condemnation,
the world’s human creation, the world’s endeavors to strip away from
the Sons and Daughters of God their rightful Mantle and their rightful
position in life as the Christ Incarnate so that when you come to your
Sanctuary sanctified for Holy Purpose, you will know the Mighty I AM
Presence of your Being! And as the Light shines forth, it will command
the Earth to take note! This is the Light that shines for you! This is our
Torch upheld that you might come, drink in the Light, hold the awareness
of God Consciousness, and make straight your pathway into the Heart of
the Mighty I AM Presence!
Prepare your consciousness for the Cosmic Light that will be released
throughout this cycle for the benefit of all Sons and Daughters of God
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upon the Earth! For you who stand in The Temple must understand your
solemn Responsibility for the greater good of all.
Let the Light of Angels go forth to prepare those who might be readied
for this coming Outpouring from the Central Sun!
LIGHT! GO FORTH! AND PERFORM YOUR PERFECT WORK
THIS DAY!

Archangel Roiiel
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